Nouveau Actuators
Introducing the Summit Nouveau actuator family. This sleek, modern design allows for consistent branding across a family of products. Available in a configuration for every product: Foam, Gel, two-piece non-mechanical breakup for powder products, and two-piece mechanical breakup for traditional atomized sprays. Integrated cap available in transparent, translucent, and opaque colors. Bring a clean, consistent look to all of your aerosol products with the Summit Nouveau actuator family.

Summit BOV
Summit Packaging Systems now offers a new lower cost Bag-on-Valve System to the global market. Our continuing capital investment program in the aerosol valve business will make the BOV packaging option available to additional product categories as a result of more competitive pricing. Come visit our new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility exclusively producing BOV assemblies. Summit's investment in fully integrated manufacturing will assure that our customers will continue to receive the HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST SERVICE AND LOWEST PRICING that they have come to expect from Summit for the last 47 years.

Mounting Cups & Closures from Cap & Seal
Cap & Seal LP, member of the Euscher Group, offers mounting cups and other closures in plain and coated tin-plate, coated aluminum, laminate materials and stainless steel. Recently acquired capacity and a global knowledge base with local supplier values and service, are at your disposal.

Brad-Pak
Brad-Pak Enterprises, Inc. is a full service distributor of glass, plastic and aluminum containers, closures, pumps, and numerous other items that can be used to showcase your products. Also offered are decorating/frosting and package engineering services. With an extensive knowledge of the cosmetic, fragrance, chemical, aromatherapy and personal care markets, Brad-Pak can help you select the package that is right for your product or market niche.

New Foamers from Trivium Packaging
Trivium is the global leader in infinitely recyclable metal packaging. Trivium’s new advanced aluminum alloy foamer bottles are perfect for soap, skin, bath and shower products. Not only are the bottles 100% recyclable, but they are also refillable! A sustainable product for the exploding number of sustainability focused brands and consumers.

Aerosol & BOV Filling Systems
Since 1965 Terco has developed a broad range of industrial, personal care, sanitary and food grade filling systems to complement any filling package. From conventional aerosol laboratory equipment to high-speed continuous motion rotary turnkey Bag-On-Valve filling lines, Terco continues to be a leader in the aerosol industry. With customers in over 50 countries, our experience and quality stands testament to our commitment in providing the best solution for all your filling needs.
Stand Out from the Crowd with Aerosol Cans by LINHARDT®
LINHARDT® is a technology leader in impact extrusion of aluminum tubes and cans. Our award-winning grooved cans enable the haptic decoration of aluminum cans with axial and parallel grooves. As decoration becomes increasingly important we have developed HD4Alu – a technology that allows photorealistic printing on aluminum cans. With these innovative packaging solutions your product attracts the attention it deserves.

Linhardt.com

Aluminum Aerosol Cans from Montebello
Montebello provides the perfect package to enhance your trusted brand. Offering sustainable aluminum aerosol cans in 25, 32, 35, 38, 45, 53, 58, and 66mm diameters. Strategically located manufacturing locations in both the U.S. and Canada. Our decorating capabilities are highlighted by 9-color printing, proprietary dry dot screening, and color separation techniques which allow us to push the limits of dry offset printing. Vision inspection systems and statistical process control for all of our manufacturing operations ensure print consistency and quality of every package.

*Also offering aluminum and laminate tubes.

Montebello Packaging, Inc.
sales@montebellopkg.com
1-866-622-5124 / montebellopkg.com

Aerosol Can Crusher with Automatic Feed and Recycling Option from Beacon
Beacon Engineering offers an affordable can crusher with automatic feeding AND a new labor saving feature that allows for preloading the feed table with up to 16 cases of cans. This compact machine is equipped with a hydraulic power system and carbon filtration. Test results show more than 95% capture and containment of gases and liquids. Upright cans are automatically fed into a pre-loader for crushing in a hermetically sealed compaction cylinder. Contents are sent to a storage tank where gases are either filtered, incinerated or recycled. Compacted cans can be recycled. The EVAC Jr. processes 300 cans per hour. Call for more details!

Beacon Engineering
Jasper, GA
706-692-6411
info@beaconcan.com beaconcan.com

Silgan Dispensing Systems
Silgan Dispensing Systems is the dispensing partner with a broad portfolio of reliable and sustainable products, from pumps to sprayers to closures. Our tailored approach and wide range of customizable products allows us to provide solutions for our cross-market customers. Silgan Dispensing is committed to providing products that enhance the consumers experience and meet the needs of businesses.

SilganDispensing.com

The Mini Engine Platform by LINDAL Group
• 100% PCR body Patent pending technology
• Customizable design & size
• Reduced development time
• Limited capital investment

Lindal North America
6010 South International Drive
Columbus, IN 47201 USA
Tel: 812-657-7142
Contact: info@lindalgroup.com www.lindalgroup.com

McKernan Packaging Clearing House is Your Source for Spray Packaging
McKernan carries millions of spray packaging components including aerosols, fine mist sprayers, powder sprayers, trigger sprayers and home & garden sprayers. Find matching containers along with a vast supply of packaging components. In stock and ready to ship, a majority of items ship within 24-48 hours.

Call today for more information and to request your FREE sample!

McKernan Packaging Clearing House
1-800-SURPLUS (787-7587)
775-356-6111
McKernan.com

SprayPET Plastic Aerosol Containers from Plastipak
Plastipak has used its extensive experience and capabilities to create the multi-award winning SprayPET range of PET plastic aerosol containers. Available as clear or coloured, SprayPET is compatible with most propellants and can be used with applications such as personal care, home care and food.

Ashley Woods
U.S. Marketing Rep. - PET Aerosols
Mobile: 734-892-6001
Desk: 734-354-7155
awoods@plastipak.com
**Aerosol Propellant Charging Rooms, Pump Rooms & Propellant Tank Farms**

Mike Martin Inc. has been serving your engineering and construction needs in the aerosol industry since 1995. Our services include manufacturing Propellant Charging Rooms and Pump Rooms, which can be modular or constructed on-site. We also install Propellant Tank Farms and offer 2D and 3D AutoCad Design.

Mike Martin, Inc.
Milford, IL
815-457-2600
MikeMartinInc.com

---

**PET Plastic Aerosol Technology from CKS Packaging**

- Secure seal pressure tested >350 PSI
- Superior thermal stability
- Patented 6-point crimp sealing system
- Finish/crimp dimensions, requires minimal CAPEX, “drop in” filling on existing lines
- PET Body 33.5gr, 8oz volume with flat base cup (PET or HDPE)
- Market/Design flexibility (prototype design shown)
- CKS also offers external crimp/finish options
- Low carbon footprint vs. metal
- No rusting/denting, BPA Free
- Personal and Hair Care • Sun Protection
- Food/Cooking • Air Freshener • Polish & Cleaners

CKS Packaging, Inc.
404-691-8900 • mikebonsignore@ckspackaging.com

---

**360° Embossed Shaping with Oriented Printing Technology**

ARYUM, a leading aluminium aerosol can manufacturer, developed a unique technology in 2015 called “360° Embossed Shaping with Oriented Printing”. Compared to the traditional standard shapes, our technology gives a unique shaped deformation around the circumference of the can, this enables a special 360° deformed & printed area apart from the flat surface of the can where you can highlight your brand or logo. Our facility has a production capacity of 90 million aluminium cans per year with 4 production lines. We provide cans with a wide range of shapes in 35, 45, 50 and 53Ø.

Aryum Aluminium Aerosols A.S.
evcan.sabaz@aryum.com.tr • www.aryum.com.tr
Istanbul, Turkey • Ph:+90 216394 2273 • Mob:+90 532 340 0375

---

**Aerosol and Pump Dispensing System Components**

Action Technology is a global leader in aerosol and pump dispensing system components. The company specializes in gaskets, extension/dip tubing, molded components and plastic/rubber rolled goods for dispenser use. It annually sells billions of punched and molded rubber and plastic gaskets, and millions of feet of dip tubing that are used to dispense food/beverage, pharma, personal care, industrial and household products.

Action Technology
Tekni-Plex
484-690-1520 • Tekni-Plex.com

---

**Child-Resistant Airless Packaging**

Kaufman Container is excited to offer a new line of child-resistant Airless packaging. Our airless containers can be paired with lotion pumps or fine mist sprayers and include child-resistant overcaps. Both of these options are available in a 30 ml size with other sizes to come in the near future. These containers are child-resistant certified in both the US and Canada and are perfect for any products containing CBD or TCH. Stand out on store shelves by having them decorated in-house by Kaufman Container!

Kaufman Container
Cleveland, OH
800-824-4119
KaufmanContainer.com sales@kaufmancontainer.com

---

**ITW Sexton Aerosol Cans**

**Superior Strength, Superior Service**

ITW Sexton has been a global leader in the design and manufacturer of aerosol cans for over 50 years. With a variety of styles and sizes to choose from, we make it easy to select the ideal solution for your packaging needs. From high-pressure specialty gases to low-pressure consumer goods, ITW Sexton is the number-one source for aerosol cans. For the best in strength and quality, choose ITW Sexton.

ITW Sexton
888-739-8662
info@sextoncan.com • sextoncan.com

---

**New! Hi-Speed Tube Taper**

The Haumiller Tube Taper runs a variety of tube diameters and lengths, has quick changeover and offers consistent up-time! Haumiller’s line of Tippers, Cappers, Tube Tapers and Valve Placers is the most popular choice by aerosol fillers and marketers because of excellent efficiency rates and quick change over! The company has been providing equipment to the aerosol filling industry for over 53 years. Contact us today!

Haumiller
Celeste Jenkins, Equipment Sales
847-695-9111 • cjenkins@haumiller.com
haumiller.com

---

**True Molecular Odor Neutralizer Additives**

Choose from 9 distinct formulations to suit your application for:
- Air Care • Fabrics
- Aerosols • Surfaces
- Vapor Phase • Hair & Skin

Detailed technical information is available upon request.

Alpha Aromatics
Pittsburgh, PA
800-295-5261 • 412-252-1012
alphaaromatics.com
Protective Coatings & Cleaners, Proudly Certified Free of All PFOS, PFOA, PFAS* and PBDE (And Yes-They Do Repel Oil)

Tap into our 41 years of B2B experience. We deliver the finest in clean polymer chemistry, with protection superior to silicone-based products. Benefit from our:
• Superior customer service
• On-time delivery
• Custom formulations

*Aerosol-Grade Textile and Leather Protectors Available! (based on independent lab results)

Fiber-Shield Industries, Inc.
Yaphank, NY 11980
631-345-0240
fiber-shield.com
Like us on Facebook: FiberShieldIndustries

Your Global Partner for PET BOVs & Actuators

As the only company specializing in PET Inner Pouches for airless and pressurized dispensing systems, we provide reliable packaging solutions that you can count on every time. Our innovative technology allows for endless possibilities and uniquely shaped outer containers so your product stands out on the shelf. We offer a wide range of actuators to support all of your dispensing needs.

From design to launch, our team provides a personalized approach, technical education, and exceptional service.

Power Container Corporation
732-560-3655
PowerContainer.com

KP-Aerofill Aerosol Machines from R.A Jones

For more than 50 years, the KP-Aerofill brand from R.A Jones has been a market leader in the production of aerosol and rotary liquid fill systems, rotary base aerosol crimpers, gasster/shakers, propellant and liquid fillers. Whether you require a single machine or fully integrated packaging lines, R.A Jones provides supervised start-up, on-going training assistance, 24/7 parts support and technical service worldwide.

Call and discuss your project with our experienced aerosol team today!

R.A. JONES
2701 Crescent Springs Road
Covington, KY 41017
P: 563.343.5447
E: Marketing@rajones.com
rajones.com

Aerosol Overcaps and Custom Molding

Cobra extends beyond the injection molding manufacturing process to provide custom designs that meet your marketing and production needs. We provide innovative solutions in personal care, household, food, paint, automotive and industrial products since 1973. Cobra is dedicated to reducing the environmental impact and energy dependency with LEAN manufacturing principles and continuously evolving GREEN initiatives. Call today!

Cobra Plastics
Macedonia, OH 330-425-4260
cobraplastics.com

MBC Aerosol & Bag-on-Valve Filling Machinery Because Experience is Everything

Modern Designs using the latest technology
• Reliability / Quick tool-less changeover
• PLC control / Network data collection
• Sanitary design

Industries served:
• Food / Consumer Healthcare / Industrial

Equipment Offered:
• Lab / Semi-Auto / Automated turn key solutions
• 10-300ppm
Services:
• Field service, training and parts
• Retrofit Existing Machinery

MBC Aerosol
Elgin, IL USA
1-847-214-8843
Salessteam@mbc-aerosol.com

Pamasol—Aerosol Know-How

Pamasol is an innovative manufacturer and supplier of filling machines and supplementary products for the international aerosol industry. The company’s comprehensive service offering includes all the necessary machines and components for every aspect of aerosol filling and spray systems – for all performance categories, from semi-automated system through to high-performance system. Pamasol has created a strong name for itself in the global aerosol machine construction industry.

The name of Pamasol is synonymous with reliability, innovation and aerosol know-how.

AMS Aerosol Machinery Solutions LLC
Wilton CT 06897
Tel: 203-563-0028, Fax: 203-563-9255
James Lucas@amsaerosols.com

Pamasol Willi Mäder AG - Switzerland
Tel: +41 55 417 40 40
sales@pamasol.com
pamasol.com

Power Container Corporation
732-560-3655
PowerContainer.com
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